
Our Price: £1049

Hayter Harrier 48 – 474A Variable
Speed
HY-MWHA474

Description

Hayter Harrier 48 petrol lawn mower
The Harrier 48 rear roller rotary lawnmower is ideal for medium to large lawns. The rear roller on these powerful self-propelled machines, gives a superb striped
finish to fine lawns and with the cutterblade raised, rougher areas can also be cut with ease. With its powerful collection abilities, autumn leaves can also be
removed from the lawn.

Features and benefits:

Two piece, ribbed rear roller with differential for superior traction, easy turning and a perfectly striped finish. The roller also offers
the ability to cut over the lawn edge
Die-cast aluminium deck provides corrosion resistance, high durability and long life. Deck extends beyond wheelbase for easy
mowing around borders
Briggs & Stratton engines provide guaranteed power and performance. Ease of starting is assured with ReadyStart® - no need to
prime
Tough ABS underdeck liner for enhanced cut and collection performance, easy cleaning and quieter operation
Friction disc gives lifetime guarantee against engine crankshaft damage
Large capacity fabric grassbag can be lifted through the handlebar for easier emptying
Can be used without grassbag as a rear discharge mower. Can also be used to collect autumn leaves.
Counter-balanced single lever height-of-cut adjustment for easy selection of cutting height
Smooth running, long life ball bearings in front wheels
Folding handlebar for compact storage

 

 

We are an authorised Hayter dealer and can provide full service support and maintenance for your Hayter product.

To keep up-to-date with our latest news and special offers, follow us on Facebook.

https://www.hayter.co.uk/locate-dealer
https://www.facebook.com/EDUlting/?fref=ts


Hayter Harrier 48 – 474A Variable
Speed
HY-MWHA474

Attributes

Technical Data

Collection Capacity 70 Litres
Engine size 159cc
Fuel Petrol
Transmission Autodrive
Wheel type Roller
Width of cut 19? (48cm)
Weight 47.4kg

Contact us
Ernest Doe is a long established family firm with a network of branches in the
South and East of England. Managing Director Colin Doe is the fourth generation
of the family to have run the business in its 100+ years of trading.

The firm supplies an incredible amount of machinery; from garden mowers and
chain saws to combine harvesters and construction excavators. Our philosophy is
simple to supply the best products and then to support them with the service
facilities and expertise to keep them running perfectly.

Tel. +44 (0)1245 383565

Ernest Doe & Sons Limited
Ulting,
Maldon,
Essex
CM9 6QH


